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Learning about yourself
and others

 
Take a stroll down the self-help aisle in any bookstore, 
and you will find a vast array of books discussing the 

importance of knowing and taking care of yourself before
attempting to develop close relationships with others. 

Without going through the process of self-discovery 
and exploration, experts say a typical person will have
tremendous difficulty in cultivating, and maintaining, 

healthy relationships with others. This unit creates opportunity
for self-discovery while also allowing students to learn about, and

better understand, their peers. 
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Navigating Differences

Everyone approaches relationships with a unique set of 
expectations, goals, and values. Even though these things vary

from person to person, it's important to consider how differences
can unite, rather than divide. Many relationships

misunderstandings stem from a lack of empathy or 
understanding. Lessons in this section prepare students to

consider perspectives from a different lens and allows each to use
the information learned to enrich relationships, rather than to

frustrate them. 
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Effective Communication

Communication is a universal part of every human relationship;
however, not all communication is productive or beneficial. This

section helps students approach relationships with skills that
increase their capacity to effectively express their needs, feelings,
and frustrations. A common relationship myth is that the presence

of conflict signifies an unhealthy relationship. Healthy
relationships are not determined by the absence of conflict, but
rather by people's ability to productively respond to it. Students

will engage with effective tools for navigating conflict in a way that
is helpful instead of hurtful. 
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Friendship, Dating, and
Love

People are hard-wired for connection, not to live life isolated and
alone. Surrounding yourself with healthy friends is an important

foundation for social wellness.  This section equips students with
skills for developing friendships and for navigating their course

when they begin to pursue romantic relationships. Lessons help to
make abstract concepts about love more concrete. In addition,
students will learn techniques for evaluating the health of their

current relationships and determine for themselves if any changes
need to be made. 
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Cultural Influences

This unit is designed to incorporate the Cognitive Behavior Theory
that will help students recognize and understand the influences
that affect their behaviors. One of the major objectives of this

section is to assist students in navigating their world to become
critical thinkers and decision makers. 
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Planning for Your Future

The high school experience is full of growth and opportunity, but
life is far from over after graduation. Decisions students make
today affect their tomorrow, and the aim of this section is to

harness dreams and put practical strategies in place for
accomplishing them. This section expands the linear timeline
beyond the high school experience and connects dreams with

action steps for reaching life goals. 
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Committed Love and
Marriage

Commitment is a pattern that high school students are already
practicing regularly. Many are committed to coaches and their

expectations for playing a sport.  Some are committed to music
practice or rehearsals for a theater performance. Others practice
commitment simply by showing up at school and working toward 
academic goals. When people commit to a discipline, or routine,
they do so because they believe that the end result is worth the

dedication and time. From a relational standpoint, choosing
commitment through marriage has healthy life benefits. This

section provides the students with data and research about the
characteristics of a healthy marriage, allowing each to evaluate the
pro-social benefits of life-long, committed love. If students desire 

to be married in their future, the lessons presented will equip
them with resources to consider when evaluating this option. 
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Leadership and Job
Readiness

Competition in the job market can be tough, but learning
relationship skills early can set the stage for students to 

gain an edge. This section helps students apply principles of
leadership and character, learned throughout REAL 

Essentials Advance, to the corporate setting. Companies 
look for employees with solid relationship skills to create teams
that work well together and can accomplish more in a positive

social climate. Lessons will encourage intentional strategies for
strengthening leadership skills, making a 

good impression and nailing the interview process. 
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